THE MATTHEWS HOUSE MUSIC PROGRAM

**MUSIC LESSONS**
- 60min individual lessons and mentoring 1 on 1 with a local gigging musician instructor.
- Ages 12+ any instrument chosen by the student
- Ages 6-11: piano, guitar, & violin - these lessons are provided by our partner Off The Hook Arts

**OPEN JAM**
Drop-in open jam and peer supported songwriting space.

**MUSIC GROUP**
Rotating curriculum that includes:
- Performing as a band
- Songwriting and composition
- Recording/music production
The group is primarily student led with emphasis on artist development and teamwork

For more questions or information, please contact:

**Shawn Keefer**
shawnk@thematthewshouse.org
(970)631-4979

**Mike McTernan**
Mike@thematthewshouse.org
(970)472-0609

To register, scan the QR code below: